Model: R.T-9938
Powerful knocking massage bar operation manual
Welcome to use the model R.T-9938 powerful knocking massage bar. Before using it, please peruse the manual so as to grasp the operation ways correctly.

Feature:
# High powerful knocking massage will convey the vibrating wave to the deep muscles, and take the effect of relieving and easing to the different parts of the human body.
# Using the two powerful magnets to produce the health magnetic field, it will activate the cell tissue of the low skin.
# Professionally design and the evenly distribute, do not need to excessively exert to operate. It is easy and simple. It can be used to any part of human body.
# Unique massage head can give you the comfortable massage and better sense of touch, stimulate the galactophore and improve its growth.
# With flexible revolving speed control, you can operate the stepless shift only with your thumb breezily. You can massage the parts willfully, and it is suitable for your household with the knocking massage bar.

Function:
Magnetic therapy  powerful force  knocking massage
*Remove fatigue, let the body recover activity.
*Improve the blood circulation, speed up body metabolism.
*Ease the spirit tension, relieve the muscle pain.
*Activate cell, improve the immunity function of the organism.
*Powerful knocking operation will do good to the health.

Operation instruction
*Before use it, always insert the power plug into the power socket.
*Make the massage head of the instrument aim at the needed position to massage, turn on the switch, it will begin to work.
*According to the need, turn the speed knob to the proper speed until it is comfortable for you.
*You had better not massage over 5 minutes. It is best to massage for 5 minutes.
*Please drink one glass of boiling water after using it so as to improve the metabolism.
*After stop it, always pull out the power plug.

The specification of the product:
Length:390mm  weight:1.2kg
Power voltage: AC 220V  power frequency:60Hz
Rated power:22W  consumption of power:15W
Speed: low revolving speed is 1400rpm  high revolving speed is 2800rpm

The points to pay attention
*It is limited to use only indoors. Keep the machine and the condition dry. Do not touch water.
*Do not place it to your head for use.
*Pregnant, heart disease, cardio-vascular disease patients are forbidden to use.
*Please read the operation manual carefully, do not use it for a long period of time.
*Stop using, turn the switch to “OFF” position, then unplug the power plug from the power outlet.
*If the power cord is damaged or there is some other breakdown, do not use it. Just turn it to the maintenance department.